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Siri Control of HomeKit
Devices While On the Go
Requires Apple TV as Hub
One of the major focuses at CES this
year was home automation, with a
number of vendors announcing their
plans for devices integrating with
Apple’s new HomeKit ecosystem.
One of the key features of these
HomeKit devices has been the ability
to control them from iOS devices via Siri, allowing users
to turn lights on or off, close garage doors, and more with
just their voices.

January 2015 GAAB Meeting
There was no December Meeting because of the Holidays.
The next GAAB Meeting will be Thurusday, January 13,
2015.

Meeting: January 13, 2015
7:00 PM
Panera Bread
161 Washington Ave Ext, Albany, NY
A map can be found at the GAAB website at
http://applebyters.com/index.php/meeting-information/
meeting_map/

Apple has quietly included HomeKit in the Apple TV’s
software, but The Verge notes Apple will not be marketing
the set-top box specifically as a home automation hub.
Many of the home automation vendors have been fairly
vague about launch plans for their devices, and sources
indicate that uncertainty is due in large part to the need
to wait for Apple to finish polishing its HomeKit tools to
ensure proper functionality. With HomeKit-enabled chips
only recently beginning to ship to vendors and Apple’s
vendor licensing program still getting underway, most of
these companies still have a few hurdles to cross before
they can make their products available for sale.
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple
Computer User Group. Meetings are held the second
Wednesday of each month (except July and August)
in Room 212 of Troy High School, located on Burdett
Avenue, Troy, NY.

by John Buckley

Annual membership fee is $10.00. Membership privileges include this newsletter, access to a large public
domain software and video/audio tape library, local
vendor discounts, special interest groups, and other
special offers.

Apple Has a Serious Problem with
Software Quality
by Adrian Kingsley-Hughes, ZDnet Hardware

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.

Summary: It looks like Apple has a serious problem when
it comes to software quality, and it is something that the
company needs to address if it wants to avoid a backlash.

The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.
Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.
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Program Coordinator
John Buckley
272-7128

It looks like Apple has a serious problem when it comes
to software quality, and it is something that the company
needs to address if it wants to avoid a backlash.
It’s been a couple of years now since I moved away from
Windows. Not only did I feel that Microsoft was taking the
platform in a direction that wasn’t compatible with what
I wanted from it, but I also felt that stability issues were
turning it into too much of a time-suck. People told me
things were different on OS X, and for a while that was true.
But not anymore.

Membership Director
Cecilia MacDonald
872-0823

I agree with writer and developer Marco Arment when he
says “software quality has fallen so much in the last few
years that I’m deeply concerned for its future.” It has. And
I’ve seen that happen to both iOS and OS X over the past
couple of years. The iOS 8.0.1 update that neutered my
brand new iPhone 6 Plus was particularly exasperating.

Treasurer
Cecilia MacDonald
872-0823

For an excellent breakdown of the sorts of problems that
OS X and iOS users are experiencing, take a look at the
below by tech journalist Glenn Fleishman. He succinctly
outlines the majority of the major issues currently afflicting
OS X, iOS, and Apple services users. Some of these
problems are trivial, while others are huge and egregious.
They all need fixing.

Public Domain Librarian
Bill Shuff
393-9753
Newsletter Editor
Roger Mazula
466-7492
Education SIG
John Buckley
272-7128

What started out as robust and stable ecosystems have
increasingly become buggy and problematic. For me the
problems don’t appear to be anywhere near as bad as they
became on the Windows platform, but they are getting
there. If things continue as they are, I can foresee a future
where an iOS or OS X release is as buggy as Windows
Vista was when it was released.

Internet SIG
Lou Wozniak
465-2873
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Internet SIG
5 Digital Tricks You’ll Use
Almost Every Day
by Kim Komando

Did you know that the
quickest way to open a
link on a Web page in
a new window or tab
is to click the link with
the middle button on
your mouse? If you’re
a laptop person, in Windows, press the
Control button and click the link. On a
Mac, use the Command button and click the link.
There are plenty of great time- and effort-saving tricks in the
digital world that not a lot of people know. I’ve rounded up
five that you’ll love. Enjoy!
1. A Cool Way to Control Your Phone
Any smartphone or tablet usually includes a set of earbud
headphones. Apple and sometimes Samsung include ones
with inline controls. These have buttons on the earbud cord
that let do a bunch of great things without forcing you to reach
for your phone or tablet.
Usually there are three buttons - one for volume up, one for
volume down and one in the center for play/pause. But, these
buttons do much more.
On Apple gadgets, pressing the center play/pause button twice,
for example, jumps to the next song and three times jumps
back a song. Pressing twice and holding will fast forward a
song, while pressing three times and holding will rewind a
song.
The buttons aren’t just for music, though. Press and hold the
center button to get Siri’s help without taking your phone out
of your pocket.
Want more? If a call comes in, press the center button once
to answer and again to hang up. Press and hold the center
button until you hear two beeps to send the caller straight
to voicemail.

Tired of blurry pictures because you moved
the phone while tapping the shutter icon?
With the Apple camera app open, press
the “Volume Up” button on your earbuds
to take a picture. This is really handy for
taking shots at awkward angles when you
can’t see the screen.
Tip in a tip: Click here to learn some more crazy tricks for
Apple gadgets such as turning it into a level, using it for
magic tricks or controlling movies, music and more on your
Mac or Apple TV.
Android doesn’t have quite so many fancy options for
headphone controls. It does the basic volume control, play/
pause and answering calls. Like Apple, one press of the center
button to start a call, another press to end and hold the button to
send to voicemail. Outside of calls, a long press on the center
button will activate Google Now or Samsungs S Voice - the
Android and Samsung versions of Siri.
Android isn’t always as simple to use as Apple, but it can often
do more if you know where to look. Here are five Android
apps that iPhone owners wish they had.
2. Improve NetFlix Video Quality
If you’re paying for a hyper-fast Internet connection and
getting lousy Netflix video quality, here’s how to find out
what’s the culprit.
Open Netflix and search for “Example Short 23.976.” This
video is an 11-minute series of random clips. It’s not very
entertaining, but it does hold the keys to one major secret.
If you look in the corner of the video, it shows your video
bit rate and resolution. The bit rate is how fast the video is
streaming and the resolution is the quality. The faster the bit
rate, the better the quality you can get.
Typically, Netflix streams 1080p resolution at 3 Megabits
per second (3,000 kilobits per second). That’s ideally what
you want to see.
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Education SIG
10 Things Every Teacher Should
Know How to Do with Google Docs
by Jennifer Carey, Edudemic
Google Docs is a powerful word processing tool that many
schools have adopted. As it’s similar to Microsoft Word
and other word processing tools, most of its features are
intuitive to use. However, in addition to completing many of
the functions of a traditional word processor, Google Docs
provides even more capabilities that can be invaluable to
educators. Here are ten tricks that can make your life easier
with Google Docs:

edit a document at once)! Another unique feature about
Google Docs is that users do not need an account to see
what you are sharing. There are two ways to share, first by
sharing with a gmail account and second with a link. Either
way collaborators will have the ability to edit, comment,
and/or view.

Share & Collaborate with Google Docs

Sometimes, you don’t want to make changes on a document.
When I am providing feedback on a writing assignment, for
example, I want students to craft their project in their own
words. I use “comments” instead of making changes directly
to their paper. To add a comment, highlight the word or
section you would like to change and press the “comment”
button. This will open a comment window where you can
type and leave directions or feedback.

One of the most powerful features of Google Docs is that
you can share and collaborate on documents with others.
Think about all the times where you work on something
at home and then email it to yourself at school or put it on
a thumb drive. How about the challenge of students who
“forgot their essays” or couldn’t print their homework? Not
only does Drive solve this, but it also opens up possibilities
for real time collaboration and feedback.
Sharing with individuals is relatively easy. Click the blue
“Share” button in the top right corner and input the email
addresses for those you want to collaborate with (add a
message if you would like), select if you want them to be
able to “edit,” “comment,” or “view” and click send! If you
give someone editing privileges, then you can collaborate
with them on a document in real time (up to 50 people can

Comments And Suggested Edits

Others can reply to your comments when they make changes
or ask for clarification. This actually creates a conversation
directly in a document. It could also be used for student
reflection as they write about why they make their changes.
Another great tool is “suggested edits.” By using “suggested
edits” you can make changes to the document that others
can either “accept” or “decline.” It’s a great way to keep one
another up to date with edits especially if you are building
a collaborative document.
Revision History

The

One of my favorite
tools in Google
Docs is “Revision
History.” If you are
collaborating on a
text with another,
you can use this
feature to see what
changes they have
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made and restore an earlier version of the document if
necessary. I like to use it with my students so that I can
observe the evolution of their writing. This feature has
become the most valuable tool in my teaching arsenal.
Revision history also can show a teacher whether or not
the student is actually making changes to their work.
Additionally, it can be reaffirming for a student to witness
the progress of their work so that they can see how far they
have come over the course of a project.
Add-Ons

Image Editing

Recently, Google released a suite of “Add-ons.” These
Google Doc specific extensions have allowed educators to
unleash more powerful features within Google Docs and
Sheets. To find and apply Add-ons, simply open a document
and select “Add-ons” from the menu. You can then browse
the suite of available tools and apply those that you want.
Some of my favorite Add-ons are EasyBib (for creating
bibliographies), Google Translate, and Kaizena (for leaving
Voice Comments). You can also find third party apps such
as Lucid Charts to create diagrams and mind-maps that you
then directly drop into your document. More Add-ons are
added daily.

Google Docs has a robust
library of special characters,
accented letters, and different
alphabets. You can use the
“Insert Special Characters”
feature while you type.
Simply go to “Insert” and
then “Special Characters”
(right next to the Ω symbol).
You can browse symbols
by alphabet, purpose (math,
technical, copyright), and
more. Their library is vast, and they are updating it
constantly. If you need to insert a mathematical formula,
check out Insert → Equation to access easy tools for creating
sophisticated mathematical formulas.

Leave Voice Comments
Sometimes written comments are not enough. Fortunately,
Google allows you to leave voice comments with thirdparty applications. One of my favorite is Kaizena. With
this free tool, you can leave voice comments throughout a
document just like you can with traditional text comments.
To see Kaizena in action, check out their brief tutorial here.
Research Tools
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Google will allow you to
do research right within
the document! With the
Research window pane,
you can perform a basic
Google search, search
images, access Google
Scholar, find quotes, and
look up words in the
dictionary. You can even
search by usage rights
(key when teaching
students about copyright
and licensing). When you put content from the research pane
into your document, it will even include the citation with a
footnote at the bottom of your page in the format that you
choose (MLA, Chicago, etc). It is a great tool for academics.

With its latest update, Google Docs now allows you to edit
images within a document. If you want to include an image
in your Google Doc, you can position it by dragging and
dropping, wrap text, resize, crop, and change the border. It’s
a great time saver when you are creating a document with
diagrams and images.
Insert Special Characters

Download As
If you want to save your Google Doc in another format (such
as a Word document), the “download as” feature is your
friend! This will allow you to access and edit content on
different machines or to send it to others. I often download
my Google Docs as PDFs to post on my class website or as
memos to distribute on email lists.
Email as Attachment
If you want to share your Google Doc with someone who
doesn’t have a Google account, then you can do this with
the “email as attachment” feature. Go to File → Email as
Attachment. This will bring up a window that will allow
you to select the format in which you would like to send
your document (PDF, Word, etc) as well as a space for you
to write a message. The document will come from your
email address just as if you sent it from GMail or Outlook.
More Than a Word Processor
Beyond using Google Docs as a word processor, these
features allow it to become an editing platform, collaboration
tool, research aid, and much more. After exploring many of
these features, I’m sure that you will find even more uses
on your own!
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Apple, get your act together.

Apple Ambassador
Continued from page 2.

The Software and Sercies Apple Needs
to Fix

Ironically, Microsoft has been working hard to clean up
its act, although the current situation, where patches are
being pushed out to fix problems caused by earlier patches
is horrendously messy.

by Glenn Fleishman

And while we are on the subject of patches, Apple is slow
when it comes to delivering fixes for problems, and far too
many never get fixed and end up being rolled forward to
the next major release, which is just unacceptable. What
makes things worse is the fact that Apple is still very much
a communications black hole, so we as users get little or
no feedback, and have no idea whether issues affecting us
are being dealt with or just ignored.

…the software quality has fallen so much in the last few
years that I’m deeply concerned for its future.

And to be absolutely frank, I as a consumer am getting
tired of being ignored.
I know that the phrase “it just works” was mostly marketing
fluff, but Apple did manage to preserve a long track record
for delivering solid products, and that is no longer the case.
Something seems to have changed, and I have no idea what
it is. Perhaps Apple is overreaching and trying to do too
much too quickly, or possibly there’s been an attempt at
cutting costs or streamlining the quality assurance process
and this has resulted in bad code getting out.
Or maybe the stories that claimed that Steve Jobs was the
man who made Apple great were true, and now that he’s
gone, the company is finding it hard to maintain the same
fanatical levels of quality. Or maybe there are just more
eyeballs on the company.
I don’t know.
Whatever the reason, given the size of Apple, and the
amount of cash it has, the company should be able to get
its act together, and as such I’m not going to make excuses
for it. This isn’t some startup we’re dealing with here. On
top of that, people - consumers and businesses alike - pay
a premium price for Apple products, and they deserve a
product that’s free from such pervasive and widespread
issues. Bugs are one thing, but a huge bug list of issues
that directly affect the usage of a product is another thing
entirely.

The

This needs dealing with, and dealing with fast, because
otherwise consumers will start to vote with their feet and go
looking for a better product elsewhere. Which is a shame,
because the hardware is consistently good.

Marco Arment’s excellent post on Apple’s current state of
development has this pithy sentence:

Apple has huge cash reserves, is massively profitable,
and none of that seems likely to falter, nor is that by any
means what Marco meant. None of us think Apple will go
out of business. Rather, that we will lose the reasons we
have selected using Apple’s products over those of other
companies. We don’t pick only or primarily Apple gear
because we loooooooove Apple. It’s because we find its
hardware and software makes it easier to do our jobs more
efficiently and enjoyably; or, for personal use, that we like
the experience and that they fit into our lives.
Marco has since written that he regrets having created this
post because it was blown up and distorted far beyond his
intent. The rest of the world views Marco, John Gruber,
and a number of other prominent people who write about
Apple and code software for its platforms as super fanboys,
people who uncritically accept everything Cupertino says.
This is patently false, as any brief examination of their
writing and podcasts reveals endless critique alongside the
praise. (I am occasionally labeled this way, too.)
Marco’s critique was intended for those of us within
the community of veteran Mac and iOS users who
nod knowingly; it wasn’t anything new, but rather a
summarization of his frustration as a user and iOS
developer. Peter Cohen wrote a similar plaint for iMore
in November.
Many of us have been grumbling quite publicly since iOS
7 and Mavericks shipped that the fit and finish we expect
either on release or shortly afterwards for Mac OS X and
iOS has slipped. That we spent a lot of time dealing with
bugs or, if we write about Apple, teaching people how to
avoid them or work around them. That software and OS
problems, once they occur, are rarely fixed in part or full;
features we need are removed rather than matured; and
new features are added that aren’t fully baked.
To my recollection, Mac OS X 10.6.3 through 10.8
provided stability and new features, and they just mostly
worked, as did most of the software released by Apple
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during that period for OS X. iOS is a different beast, in
which people spend a lot of time in third-party apps. But
even so, iOS 5 and 6 are, to my memory, more stable and
reliable versions than iOS 7 and 8.
Even while it leaps forward with features in its operating
systems, Apple has a huge installed base it drags with
it. And even if, for instance, iTunes has been a terrible
mishmash for a decade, the fact that it continues to be one
with a major new release in 2015 is beyond the pale: Apple
should be learning, not starting over and re-inventing when
it comes to stability and experience. They can evolve to
add Continuity and fix iPhoto, for instance; or ensure that
months after release, its flagship Handoff feature works
reliably.
Part of what makes these sorts of statements reasonable,
though, is to enumerate the problems, whether they’re longrunning or unique to Yosemite or iOS 8 (or to the last two
releases of each system). Here’s a list of regularly recurring
issues or fundamental problems I’ve seen supplemented by
those provided by others. Post your quirks in the comments.
Mac OS X
General reliability. The point of owning a Mac is to not
have to reboot it regularly. There have been times in the
past between OS X updates where I’ve gone weeks to
months without a restart. With Yosemite, I typically have
to reboot my laptop at least once a day, and my desktop
every few days of use. Rene Ritchie of iMore notes that
no two machines he owns have the same issues, even.
Apps will spontaneously quit for no reason, sometimes in
cascades, requiring a restart.
Massive accumulation of paging files. Mavericks
rejuvenated my mid-2011 MacBook Air, which is limited to
4 GB of RAM, by adding memory compression. However,
Yosemite set me back on this machine and a late-2011 Mac
mini with 16 GB of RAM. (Physical memory is also often
shown as fully consumed when the processes’ memory use
doesn’t add up to that, and quitting high-memory-using
processes doesn’t release memory.) Over time, virtual
memory or other related “paging” files (swapping in bits
of memory to and from disk) accumulate to the tune of 20
to 30 GB. With a 250 GB internal drive on both computers,
this starts to push me towards a full drive. Rebooting clears
these files. Mavericks may have had a similar problem, but
it’s certainly more pronounced.
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User interface slowdowns until reboot. Marco reported
this problem, a common one among Yosemite users, and
somewhat unprecedented in Mac OS X. It may be related
to swapping.

Network shares and printers disappear.
The attack of the 50-foot save sheet. Jason Snell named
this phenomenon, in which Yosemite’s save sheet (or save
dialog) grows by 22 pixels every time you invoke it until
you lose your mind.
Incremental Bonjour network names. The name of your
computer as it appears in the Sharing preferences pane is
broadcast using Bonjour over the local network. However,
with File Sharing or other features enabled, Yosemite
regularly decides that the name is in conflict with itself,
and increments the number. So you see “Glenn’s MacBook
Air (2)”, “3”, and so on.
Screen Sharing either slows down, isn’t available, or
becomes unreliable. Recently, Yosemite stopped showing
me local network and Back to My Mac availability of
screen sharing on computers I’ve used for years in this
way. Some report incredibly slow performance between
Yosemite and older systems. The automatic pan for a
remote screen larger than the local screen’s window
sometimes works then fails after the screen has been up
for a while. Sometimes it fails to work at all.
Messages has many different problems. The failure to
sync across platforms and devices remains terrible. It is
impossible to predict when and where an alert will appear,
or whether it will appear on all devices, or whether it will
be accessible in the history of all devices. Badging is erratic
(showing a number when there are no unread messages).
The number of times Messages dies on me and tells me an
internal error occurs is very large. Some users report having
their Messages and FaceTime accounts lock up, and have
to call Apple (call them on the phone, yes!) to tell them a
code, which unlocks access.
Spaces, the feature that lets you have multiple desktops,
works horribly across both my regular systems. One has
two screens always connected; the other is a laptop that
is sometimes supplemented with an external monitor. On
one system, it’s broken entirely, possibly because it was
upgraded from Mavericks, and a wonky bit of preference
editing might help (but might break things further). The
other shows all appropriate options and fails to remember
and place windows. Sometimes the screen scrolls as if
moving to another Space, but it shows the same space.
Mail probably produces more anger than any other piece
of Apple’s software because it’s so critical. One colleague
notes “SMTP refusals with no clear resolution”; I’ve had
the app suddenly tell me all connections are broken and
refuse to fix them. Quitting and launching sometimes helps;
other times, a system reboot is required.
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Wi-Fi remains inconsistent and unreliable for many
Yosemite users, and is the number one complaint that I hear
from others. In my house, roaming no longer works as it
did in Mavericks, and I often have to turn Wi-Fi off and
back on, or force disconnect from a base station (Option
> click Wi-Fi menu, choose Disconnect in the menu) and
then reconnect to regain a connection.
iPhoto has been underpowered and wonky from the start,
including how it organizes photos for storage, and while it
initially improved in features and functionality, it’s years
now that it’s been of unacceptably low quality and stability.
Apple promises a new Photos app will replace it, but it’s
not out yet. iOS 8 no longer reliably syncs with iPhoto,
according to some reports.
Aperture was never brought to its full potential, and is
now abandoned, even though Apple continues to sell it.
One colleague wrote, “long time non-pro Aperture user.
Stopping Aperture development before having the new
Photos for Mac ready was absolutely cuckoo.”
iTunes has been a dog’s lunch of unrelated features
crammed into the same sack for years; iTunes 12 is the
worst release yet, rearranging where we find things without
actually improving the experience. My wife was nearly
red with anger recently trying to perform a task in iTunes
she’s done for years.
iWork ’12 was a giant step back from iWork ’09, although
a refresh was needed. Too many features were removed and
the interface is poor. The ability import files older than ’09
was removed. Even after many updates, full functionality
and utility hasn’t been restored.
iBooks reliability issues abound, including a failure to
sync annotations.
Spontaneous logout of all users. I haven’t seen this, but
one colleague has this new problem under Yosemite (on
a system on which people regularly switch among users),
and no solution on Apple’s discussion forums.
Failure to support 4K at 60 Hz reliably. This will be an
increasing issue as 4K displays enter the market and Macs
are available that support them.
iOS software

The

Bad performance on older devices: Apple is between
a rock and a hard place. If it drops support for older iOS
hardware, it angers users and deters future purchases, as
people lose patience with obsolescence. If it offers full,

optimized support, it fails to let its newest hardware shine to
its best advantage. However, even relatively well-powered
devices not at the far end of backward compatibility for
iOS 8 suffer under the new releases.
AirDrop, even in iOS 8, remains scattershot and unreliable
even when all system requirements are met. (I did just
discover that AirDrop between iOS 8 and Yosemite
imposes the same requirements as Handoff to work, even
if a Mac is well within the AirDrop system requirements.)
Podcast app stalls on downloads and requires a system
restart to begin downloads again.
App search routinely fails in Spotlight after a restart. It
appears later, sometimes much later, for no apparent reason.
Bluetooth pairing is unreliable, whether that’s an OS
X or iOS feature problem, I’m not sure. It recently took
several tries with no variation in what I was doing, testing
with different Macs and iOS devices, to get a pairing that
wasn’t then removed for being incompatible.
Third-party keyboards crash in Apple apps. I rarely
have them crash in other apps, but Messages, Mail, and
Safari consistently “crash” the keyboards, which requires
switching to another app, choosing another keyboard,
returning to the Apple app, then switching away and back
again to finally get them working again. (This may be a
third-party development problem, but given that it happens
almost exclusively with those three Apple apps, it’s hard
to know who to blame.)
Services
Apple IDs can’t be merged. Long-time Apple users often
have two or more Apple IDs because this was either of
necessity or it didn’t matter. Now that Apple has centralized
the Apple ID as the hub of identity, you would expect it
would be possible to merge purchases and other data into
a single master account. It is not. May I remind you this is
2015. (Some may be related to contractual issues for media
licensing, but I doubt that’s anything like the whole story.)
Family Sharing isn’t ready for prime time. Apple has
never been good with letting more than one person in a
grouping share stuff, and Family Sharing is an attempt to
fix that. However, its arbitrary limits and its wonkiness
have led some, like David Sparks, to walk away from it.
Jason Snell and Myke Hurley on a recent Upgrade podcast
episode suggested that Family Sharing feels designed by
people without families, given how poor some options
and behaviors are.
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Apple can choose to unlock Apple ID accounts locked
for security purposes and generally chooses not to. (There’s
some confusion in the comments: this is when Apple
locks an account, preventing the use of the currently valid
password; it has nothing to do with Apple knowing the
unencrypted password, which it doesn’t have access to.
Update: an anonymous commenter says this kind of lock
is irreversible; certain kinds of iTunes account lockouts
are.) When Owen Williams was recently locked out for
security reasons from his two-factor protected Apple ID—
someone may have been attempting to gain access to his
account—Apple customer support repeatedly refused to
unlock his account no matter what information he could
provide. Ultimately, he found his Recovery Key and was
able to reset his account. Had he not, his account purchases
and associated data would have been permanently lost.
I understand the security side of this, but given that he
had trusted devices and other identity components, this
is baffling.

On an iPhone or iPad using the default Safari browser, tap
the bookmark icon next to the address bar - it looks like an
open book - and tap History. In the default Android browser,
tap the bookmark icon - it looks like a flag with a star - and
then tap History.
Of course, if you really want to save something for later,
bookmark it by pressing CTRL + D in any computer browser.
In the iPhone and iPad default browser, tap the Share button
at the bottom of the screen - a box with an arrow coming out
of it - and tap Bookmark. In Android, go to Settings>>Add
bookmark. Click here to learn more about creating and
managing bookmarks.
4. Stop Facebook from Devouring Your Data
This tip isn’t one you’ll use every day, but you’ll appreciate
it every day. A while back, Facebook turned on autoplaying
videos in your news feed, both for the Facebook website and
Facebook app.
It’s annoying enough on the Facebook site, but in the app it
can put a dent in your cellular data for the month, and your
battery life.

Internet SIG
Continued from page 3.
Make a note of the highest numbers you see during the
clip. Then, check the bit rate against what Netflix says your
provider averages. Click here for Netflix’s ISP speed averages.
This will tell you if you’re getting the streaming speed that
Netflix thinks you should be.
If your bit rate is much lower than Netflix says it should be,
then it might be a problem with your Internet. Run a speed test
to see if you’re getting the Internet speed you’re paying for.
If you aren’t getting the speed you’re paying for, call your
provider and let it know. Once your provider gets your speed
where it should be, Netflix streaming should improve.

Fortunately, it’s easy enough to turn off. For Android, open the
Facebook app, go to Settings and switch “Video Auto-play”
to “Off.” For Apple, go to Settings>>Facebook>>Settings
and turn “Auto-play” to “Off.”
On your computer, open Facebook in your browser and log
in. Click the arrow on the far right of the screen and then
click the “Settings” button. Click the “Videos” link in the left
column. From there, select the drop-down next to “Auto-Play
Videos” and set it to “Off.”
That isn’t the only annoying setting Facebook sneaked in.
Click here for more Facebook settings that you’ll want to
change right away.
5. Take Steady Pictures Without a Tripod

3. Find That Webpage Again
You’re surfing the Web and find a story you don’t have time
to finish but want to read later. Then when you are ready to
read it, you can’t find it again. That’s the time to fire up your
browser history.
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In Firefox and Chrome, either hit CTRL + H or click the icon
with the three horizontal lines and select History. You’ll see
the most recent history in chronological order. If you want to
view more, at the bottom of the list in Firefox click See All
History and in Chrome click Older. For Internet Explorer, hit
CTRL + H or click the star icon and go to the History tab. In
Safari, go to History in the menu bar at the top of the screen.

You brought your camera to the family gathering to snap
some candid shots, but suddenly everyone wants to do a group
picture. You really need a tripod, but you don’t have one.
Don’t worry; as long as there’s a lamp with a lampshade in
the house, you’re covered.
The standard bolt that holds a lampshade to a lamp is the same
size threading as the tripod mount on a camera. Simply take
the lampshade off the lamp and screw your camera to the bolt.
Now you’ve got a lamp-turned-tripod for steady or timed
shots. Once you have your photos, check out four online photo
editors that will make your photos sparkle.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Cecilia MacDonald
or send your fees payable to her at
the following address:
Cecilia MacDonald
260 Sever Road
Delanson, NY 12053

The

Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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